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Electronic structure studies of six-atom gold clusters
Mohammad A. Omary, Manal A. Rawashdeh-Omary, Charles C. Chusuei,
John P. Fackler, Jr., and Paul S. Bagus
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~Received 31 January 2001; accepted 30 March 2001!

Combined theoretical and experimental studies of the hexagold phosphine-stabilized complex
@Au6~PPh3!6#@BF4#2 ~1! and of related systems are reported. The goal of these studies is to gain a
better understanding of how1 interacts with the TiO2~110! substrate to yield finely dispersed
supported Au particles that are effective for practical catalytic reactions. The experimental efforts
involved the measurement of the visible-ultraviolet~UV! absorption spectra of1 and Au~PPh3!Cl in
solution. The theoretical efforts involved the determination of the electronic structure of molecular
models of 1 based on density functional theory~DFT!, Hartree–Fock~HF!, and configuration
interaction~CI! methods. The CI wave functions and energies were obtained for a range of excited
states and were used to simulate the absorption spectra of Au6 and Au6

21 clusters. The theoretical CI
absorption spectra for Au6 can be correlated with the visible-UV absorption spectra while the
theoretical spectra for Au6

21 cannot be correlated with the experiments. This suggests, even though
the @Au6~PPh3!6# unit of 1 carries a12 charge, that the Au6 portion is essentially neutral. More
direct evidence for this distribution of the ionized charge has been obtained from HF and DFT
calculations of the double ionization energies of models of1. It is found that the energy required to
remove two electrons from a bare Au6 cluster is much larger than that from an Au6 cluster with
phosphine ligands present; this is again consistent with the12 charge in1 being delocalized onto
the triphenylphosphine ligands. It is possible that this delocalization of positive charge is
responsible for facilitating the adhesion of the gold cluster as finely dispersed particles onto the
metal oxide support. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1373431#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been interest in the use of finely disper
noble metal particles supported on reducible metal–ox
surfaces for applications in heterogeneous catalysis. In
ticular, highly dispersed, nanosized Au particles suppor
on TiO2 have been shown to be especially active in indus
ally important reactions such as low-temperature C
oxidation1–4 and the partial oxidation of propylene to prop
lene oxide.5,6 Enhanced dispersion of the Au particles i
creases their activity for these oxidation reactions. Iwasa
and co-workers7–10 have recently reported the use of th
phosphine-stabilized Au complexes Au~PPh3!~NO3! and
Au9~PPh3!8~NO3!3 to prepare highly dispersed Au particle
on high surface area TiO2 supports for catalytic applications
Phosphine ligands, when attached to Au clusters of vari
sizes~e.g., Au1,Au4,Au6,Au9,Au55, etc.!, have been shown
to stabilize the clusters, inhibiting them from aggregating11

and hence assisting dispersion.
A novel approach has been used recently to depos

hexagold phosphine-stabilized complex@Au6~PPh3!6#@BF4#2

~1! onto a TiO2~110! single crystal in order to make it ame
nable for surface probes, which included scanning tunne
microscopy ~STM!, high resolution electron energy los
spectroscopy, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.12 Using
solution deposition, it was possible to deposit the gold co
pound as single-unit entities on the substrate, avoiding
glomeration. This was achieved by pretreating the TiO2~110!
crystal with acetone solvent to induce a negative surf
10690021-9606/2001/114(24)/10695/7/$18.00
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charge, thereby assisting the dispersion of the gold clus
The adsorbed clusters were found to be stable at amb
pressures~;1 atm! for as long as 72 h. Constant curre
topographic STM images obtained in this experime
showed finely distributed entities of1 on the TiO2~110! sur-
face. The STM line profiles showed heights of;1 nm, cor-
responding to the expected dimensions of the molec
However, the reasons underlying the adhesion mechan
leading to the fine dispersion of1, i.e., the driving force for
surface attachment, are poorly understood. Hence in this
lowup study, the electronic structure of the hexagold clus
is investigated to gain insight into the nature of its bonding
the metal oxide substrate. In particular, the localization of
charge within the cationic complex is considered.

II. EXPERIMENT

Absorption spectra were carried out for@Au6~PPh3!6#
@BF4#2 and Au~PPh3!Cl using a Hewlett-Packard model H
8452 ultraviolet ~UV!-visible spectrophotometer. The ab
sorption spectra were obtained for solutions of the co
pounds in freshly distilled reagent grade CH2Cl2. The syn-
theses were carried out by following procedures publish
elsewhere for@Au6~PPh3!6#@BF4#2

11 and Au~PPh3!Cl.13

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Density functional theory~DFT!,14 Hartree-Fock~HF!,15

and configuration interaction~CI!16 theoretical electronic
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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10696 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 24, 22 June 2001 Omary et al.
structure methods were used for calculations of the electr
structure of molecular models of1. The models considere
were a bare Au6 cluster and an Au6~PH3!6 cluster where the
PPh3 ligands of 1 are represented by PH3 molecules. Two
program systems were used for these calculations; thes
the GAUSSIAN 9817 commercial quantum chemistry progra
package and theCLIPS ~Core Level Ionization Potentia
System!18 set of research programs. With both program s
tems, very similar treatments of the Au atom were ma
using a pseudopotential described as an effective core po
tial ~ECP!, to represent the 60, 1s22s22p6...4d104 f 14, core
electrons. The parameters for the Au ECP are given by H
and Wadt;19 the ECP explicitly includes 19 electrons, fro
the atomic 5s25p65d106s1 shells and, hence, it is describe
as a 19-electron ECP. The ECP19 incorporates two relativis-
tic effects, mass velocity and Darwin, for the core electro
and, thus, represents the dominant relativistic contributi
to the behavior of the 19 outer electrons. The set of 5s, 5p,
and 3d elementary Gaussian type orbital~GTO! basis func-
tions given by Hay and Wadt19 was used with the calcula
tions performed on both theGAUSSIAN 98andCLIPS program
systems. However, the general, unsegmented contractio
form the contracted GTO, CGTO, basis set for Au we
somewhat different. With theGAUSSIAN 98 calculations, the
contraction was to (3s,3p,2d) CGTOs and the basis set
double-zeta in the valence region of the Au 5d, 6s, and 6p
shells. With theCLIPS calculations, a somewhat more flexib
contraction to (3s,4p,3d) CGTOs was used. The differen
contractions are not expected to lead to major difference
the quality of theCLIPS and Gaussian calculations.

With GAUSSIAN 98, DFT and HF calculations were pe
formed for the Au6 and Au6~PH3!6 models, treating each a
neutral and12 charged systems. The geometries chosen
these molecular models are based on the known cry
structure20 of 1. In particular, the geometry of the six A
atoms is that of two tetrahedra with a shared edge~D2h sym-
metry!. For Au6~PH3!6, the positions of the Au and P atom
are exactly as in the crystal structure. The H atoms that
place the phenyl groups were placed with theC3v axis of the
PH3 group along the Au–P bond, with P–H51.25 Å and
2HPH5109.5°.20~b! For the bare Au6 model, the Au posi-
tions were kept the same; the PH3 ligands were simply omit-
ted. In all cases, the calculations were for the closed s
ground states. For the DFT calculations, the Becke th
parameter21 hybrid exchange functional and the Lee–Yan
Parr correlation functional22 were used. The ECP and bas
set for Au were described above; for the all electron tre
ments of the P and H atoms, Huzinaga/Dunning basis se
double-zeta quality23 were used.

With CLIPS, HF and CI calculations were performed fo
the bare Au6 and Au6

21 models. An idealizedD2h symmetry,
taken from Evans and Mingos,24 with all nearest neighbo
Au–Au distances set to 2.70 Å, was used. As with t
GAUSSIAN 98 calculations, HF wave functions were dete
mined for the closed shell ground state, which is a1Ag state.
In addition, excited state CI wave functions and energ
were obtained for states that can be excited by absorptio
light. The electric dipole allowed transitions are to states t
have1B1u , 1B2u , and 1B3u , symmetries.25 For these sym-
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metries, single excitation CI wave functions16 were deter-
mined for a large number of states in each symmetry. T
configurations included hadN21 electrons in the ground
state occupied orbitals and 1 electron in a ground state
tual orbital provided that the total symmetry of the config
ration was one of the dipole allowed symmetries. For
excitations, it is important to recall that the HF virtual orb
als are not variationally optimized to describe excitatio
they are more nearly appropriate for the description of
ionic states where an electron is added to Au6.

16 One of the
features of the singles CI is that it corrects this problem
allowing, for any given excited state, a mixture of excitatio
to be made from the same occupied orbital into several
ferent virtual orbitals. This effective mixing of the virtua
orbitals is close to that which would be obtained by usi
improved virtual orbitals.16,26In the singles CI wave function
for a particular excited state, excitations from several diff
ent occupied orbitals into the same virtual orbital are a
mixed. In a similar way, as discussed above, this mixing
equivalent to finding an optimum occupied orbital fro
which the excitation occurs. These two features effectiv
use the singles CI to determine optimum, or near optim
orbitals for a one-electron description of an excitation.
addition, the singles CI wave functions also include ma
body effects that are due to electron correlation. It is poss
to distinguish the orbital optimization from the electron co
relation effects by examining the natural orbital16,27 ~NO!
occupation numbers for each excited state. A measure o
inclusion of true electron correlation effects is the depart
of the NO occupation numbers from values of 2, 1, or 0. T
departures from these integral NO occupation numbers
the excited states have shown that true electron correla
effects are present to a modest degree in the singles CI w
functions. A particularly important origin for these correl
tion effects is the mixing of configurations that have exci
tions from closed shell ground state occupied orbitals to
tual orbitals involving different pairs of symmetries. Leti
andj denote indices of occupied orbitals anda andb denote
indices of virtual orbitals. Then, for example for an excit
state of1B1u symmetry, the pair of excitationsiag→ab1u

and jb1u→bag involve a different pair of symmetries. Th
mixing of these excitations is an essential electron corre
tion effect that must be included to give a proper descript
of the energies and wave functions of the excited states.
wave functions with1Ag symmetry, the singles CI would
simply give the HF wave function for the closed shell grou
state; hence, these CI calculations were not performed
the HF wave function was used for the ground state. In or
to reduce the size of the CI calculation, the numbers of
occupied and virtual orbitals used in the CI was reduc
from the full spaces of these orbitals. In each symmetry
few of the lowest lying occupied orbitals and a few of th
highest lying virtual orbitals were excluded from the CI ca
culation. This exclusion is not expected to change the res
in any significant way from that which would be obtaine
with the use of the fully occupied and virtual spaces.

Dipole transition matrix elements~MEs! were computed
between the ground state HF wave function and the exc
state CI wave functions; these matrix elements were use
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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10697J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 24, 22 June 2001 Six-atom gold clusters
generate a theoretical electronic excitation spectrum for
Au6 cluster. The MEs were taken for the dipole leng
operator,28 r or x, y, andz. With the choice made for the axe
of the coordinate system used for the Au6 cluster, only the
operatorx has nonzero MEs for excitations from the1Ag to
1B2u states, the operatory has nonzero MEs for1Ag to 1B3u ,
and the operatorz has nonzero ME for1Ag to 1B1u . For each
of the excited state symmetries, MEs were computed for
cited states with energies up to;4.2 eV above the first ex
cited state in that symmetry. Overall, MEs for excitations
to ;8 eV above the ground state were considered. For c
parison with the experimental UV-visible spectrum of1
where the exciting radiation is not polarized and where
excited molecules are not oriented in space, it is appropr
to average the transition probabilities over thex, y, and z
directions. We will describe the results for different polariz
tions of the transition ME as a way to distinguish, at le
partly, the different excited states of Au6. The dipole length
matrix element between the ground state~state 1! and an
excited state~statej! is given by the vectorT1 j :

T1 j5^C1ur uC j&, ~1!

where, as noted above, only one component ofT1 j is non-
zero for any given excited statej. In terms of the MET1 j ,
the intensity of absorbed radiationI 1 j is given by28

I 1 j}~DEj !
3uT1 j u2, ~2!

where DEj5Ej2E1 is the calculated excitation energy
the j th excited state. Below, we present the theoretical
sorption spectra in the form of histograms or bar charts.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental spectra

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectrum of a
31025 M solution of1 in CH2Cl2. The spectrum shows con
tinuous absorption at energies.2 eV, with pronounced fea

FIG. 1. UV-visible absorption spectra of1 ~solid line! and Au~PPh3!Cl
~dashed line! in CH2Cl2 solutions at ambient temperature.
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tures near 2.3, 2.7, 3.3, 4.0, 4.3, and above 4.5 eV.
profile of the absorption spectrum is independent of conc
tration, suggesting that the hexanuclear cluster unit in1 is the
major absorbing species with no further aggregation
dichloromethane~solutions with concentration near satur
tion gave essentially the same absorption profile shown
Fig. 1!. In order to gain insight into the assignment of th
absorption peaks, an absorption spectrum of a CH2Cl2 solu-
tion of Au~PPh3!Cl is also included for comparison. Thi
solution exhibits well-resolved absorption peaks between
and 5.0 eV, characteristic ofp –p* transitions for the triph-
enylphosphine ligand.29 These peaks are not expected to
affected by the clustering of the gold–triphenylphosphine
duct. Indeed, the same features are observed in the spec
of 1. We therefore assign the absorption peaks with ener
.4.5 eV in the spectrum of1 to intraligandp –p* transi-
tions. Clustering of Au atoms leads to a reduction in t
HOMO–LUMO gap relative to monomer units. This is ev
dent even to the naked eye, as1 is deeply colored~dark red!
while Au~PPh3!Cl is colorless@typical of mononuclear com-
plexes of Au~I! and Au~0! with phosphine ligands#. There-
fore, the low energy features of the absorption spectrum o1
are due to metal-centered transitions of the Au6 cluster. Con-
sequently, in the models used to calculate the absorp
spectrum of1, it is reasonable to use ‘‘bare’’ Au6 clusters
without ligands.

B. Calculated spectra

The theoretical transition energies and relative abso
tion intensities, see Eq.~2!, were calculated with the HF
wave functions for the1Ag ground state and CI wave func
tions for the excited states of the Au6

0 and Au6
21 cluster. First,

we describe the results for the neutral Au6
0 cluster. The exci-

tation energies~in eV! and the relative absorption intensitie
~in parentheses! to the first excited state for the allowed1B2u

~or x!, 1B3u ~or y!, and1B1u ~or z! symmetries, respectively
are: 2.24~55.0!, 3.87 ~151.5!, and 1.89~8.0!. Of these tran-
sitions, the1Ag→1B3u is the most intense. Figure 2 show
spectral intensities from each of the three electric–dipole
lowed transitions for the neutral Au6

0 center. The individual
CI spectral transitions were combined in order to obtain
composite spectrum of the bare Au6

0 cluster@Fig. 3~a!#. For
the charged Au6

21 cluster, the theoretical CI electronic exc
tation energies and absorption intensities are very differ
from those for the neutral Au6

0 cluster. The excitation ener
gies~in eV! and the relative absorption intensities~in paren-
theses! to the first excited1B2u , 1B3u , and1B1u states, re-
spectively, are: 4.07~33.8!, 4.73~15.8!, and 4.39 eV~141.8!.
These lowest excited states are at considerably higher e
gies than those for the neutral Au6

0 cluster and the transition
intensities have a very different pattern. The strongest
sorption peaks appear at energies of 5.3, 6.8, and 7.3 eV
excitations from the1Ag ground state to the1B2u , 1B3u , and
1B1u excited states, respectively. The contributions of
three manifolds of symmetry allowed transitions were co
bined to obtain the composite theoretical optical spectrum
Au6

21 given in Fig. 3~b!.
While comparing the calculated spectra in Fig. 3 w
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the absorption spectrum of1 in Fig. 1, it is important to note
that inhomogeneous broadening due to solvent interact
as well as instrumental limitations lead to the low resolut
of the absorption peaks, compared with the sharp lines
tained from the calculation using the CI method. The th
retical CI absorption spectrum for the neutral Au6

0 cluster
shows reasonable agreement with the experimental abs
tion spectrum~Fig. 1!. The aforementioned features in th
experimental absorption spectrum~between 2.0 and 4.5 eV!
are clearly evident in the calculated spectrum for Au6

0 with
qualitatively similar energies and relative intensities. Met
centered transitions at the high-energy region~.4.5 eV! are
also predicted by the CI calculations for Au6

0. However,
these transitions are masked by the intensep→p* intrali-
gand transitions as well as the solvent cutoff in the abso
tion spectrum. In contrast to Au6

0, the calculated spectrum fo
the cationic Au6

21 cluster is vastly different from the exper
mental absorption spectrum of1. The calculated spectrum
for the Au6

21 cluster shows absorptions only at energies.4
eV with the strongest peaks at.5 eV, thus not accounting
for the strong absorptions at much lower energies in the
perimental spectrum of1.

The assignment of the low-energy features in the abs
tion spectrum of1 to metal-centered transitions is also su

FIG. 2. CI calculated spectra of Au6
0. Intensities are shown for the:~a! Ag

→1B2u , ~b! Ag→1B3u , and ~c! Ag→1B1u transitions. The arrows denot
the first root intensities obtained from diagonalization of the Hamilton
matrices.
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ported by the charge distributions of the high-lying occup
and low-lying virtual unoccupied orbitals of the phosphin
containing model cluster@Au6~PH3)6] 21. The contour plots
of the DFT Kohn–Sham HOMO and LUMO for this mo
lecular model given in Fig. 4 show that the electron dens
of these orbitals is to a large degree localized on the
atoms. This is a strong indication that the lowest energy e
tronic excitation, from HOMO to LUMO, is a metal centere
transition. We have also examined the coefficients in
molecular orbital~MO! expansions in terms of the bas
functions for both the HF and DFT frontier orbitals. For th
HOMO and LUMO, the large MO coefficients are for bas
functions centered on the Au atoms while, in general,
basis functions centered on the P and H atoms have s
MO coefficients. This is also true for several other front
orbitals so that still other low-lying excitations i
@Au6~PH3)6] 21 should be dominated by metal-centered tra
sitions as well.

C. Ionization energies

Based on the results described above, we suggest tha
charge removed from the hexagold phosphine complex1
to form the dictation is taken dominantly from the PP3

ligands. In other words, the12 charge in1 is delocalized

FIG. 3. Composite CI spectra for:~a! bare Au6
0 cluster;~b! bare Au6

21 clus-
ter.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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10699J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 24, 22 June 2001 Six-atom gold clusters
onto the triphenylphosphine ligands. Another property t
can help identify the origin of the ionized charge in1 is the
ionization energy or ionization potential~IP! from the neutral
to the12 ion cluster. We denote these IPs to the12 ion as
IP12; the theoretical values of the IPs are obtained by tak
the differences of the calculated total energies as IP12

5E(X12)2E(X0), whereX is the system that is being ion
ized. Specifically, our concern is to compare the values
IP12 for the bare Au6 cluster and for the cluster model whic
includes phosphine ligands, Au6~PH3!6. Large differences
between the IPs for these cluster models might suggest
the origin of the ionized charge is different in the two clu
ters. On the other hand, similar values of the IPs for the
clusters would indicate that the charge to form the12 ion
comes dominantly from the Au atoms. The values of IP12

obtained from theGAUSSIAN 98HF and DFT calculations are
given in Table I.

The data in Table I clearly show that the energy requi
to remove two electrons from a bare Au6 cluster is much

FIG. 4. Contour plots of the HOMO and the LUMO for the@Au6~PH3!6#
21

model used in DFT calculations.

TABLE I. The double ionization potentials, IP12 in eV, for the Au6 and
Au6~PH3!6 cluster models obtained from HF and DFT calculations. The IP12

values are calculated as the differences in the total energies betwee
neutral and12 charged systems.

Model IP12/HF IP12/DFT

Au6~PH3!6 5.88 8.28
Au6 14.20 17.94
Downloaded 24 Jun 2001 to 165.91.69.135. Redistribution subject to A
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higher than the corresponding ionization energy for
ligand-containing clusters Au6~PH3!6. The HF and DFT
methods give rise to higher ionization energy for the b
Au6 cluster by 8.3 and 9.8 eV, respectively, i.e., more th
twice the energy required for the ionization of Au6~PH3!6.
The large IP12 for the bare Au6 cluster can be understood i
terms of the limiting cases of a single Au atom and bulk A
metal. For an Au atom,30 the first IP is 9.2 eV and the secon
IP is 20.5 eV giving IP12529.7 eV. For Au metal, the work
function31 f is 5.8 eV and the double IP is simply two time
f or IP12511.6 eV. It is reasonable, given its small siz
that the IPs of the Au6 cluster should be significantly large
than those for bulk metal Au. Thus, the calculated values
IP12'15 eV ~see Table I! are hardly surprising. The differ
ence of the DFT and HF values in Table I for the IP12 of Au6

might appear large at first sight. We have examined the D
and HF values of the first and second IPs for an isolated
atom and have found that the differences of the IP12 for the
cluster are about what would be expected for the differ
errors of the two approximations. For the HF method, the
are normally expected to be smaller than the exact value32

while the IPs may be overestimated with the DFT meth
However, since the DFT treatment includes correlation
fects, the error for the DFT IPs should normally be sign
cantly smaller than the error for the HF IPs. For a bare
atom,GAUSSIAN 98 calculations using HF and DFT method
gave IP12 values of 26.9 and 30.4 eV, respectively, rep
senting respective deviations of22.8 and10.7 eV from the
experimental value of 29.7 eV.

The much lower double ionization energy for the pho
phine containing Au6~PH3!6 cluster is consistent with the
charge being removed from the PH3 groups. This is becaus
the large polarizability of Au6 will allow the Au charge to
polarize in response to the presence of (PH3!

1 ions and
hence to lower the phosphine IP. The presence of phe
rings in1, which were not accounted for in theGAUSSIAN 98

calculations,33 is expected to lead to IP’s even lower tha
those calculated when the ligands are PH3. First, the large
size of the phenyl rings may allow a strong delocalization
the positive charge in an ionized PPh3 unit thus lowering its
IP. Second, PPh3 may act as ap acceptor, further lowering
its IP in the Au6~PPh3!6 cluster. Recent reports in the litera
ture provide additional support for these conclusio
Dougherty34 has reported that various aromatic compoun
including benzene, can interact with various cations giv
rise to cation-p interactions. Fackleret al.35 have recently
reported similar type of interactions between some trinucl
gold~I! centers and various cations and neutral acid co
plexes.

The charge distribution results presented here have
portant implications for the action of1 on metal oxide sur-
faces for the preparation of practical catalyst systems. In f
1 has recently been employed successfully in the prepara
of a Au/TiO2 high surface area catalyst, which showed hi
activity for CO oxidation with a very minimal decrease
turnover frequency after subsequent regenera
treatments.36 The delocalization of the12 charge onto the
triphenylphosphine ligands could act to enhance the elec
static interactions with a negatively charged TiO2~110! metal

the
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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10700 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 24, 22 June 2001 Omary et al.
oxide support by bringing the positive charge closer to
surface. Furthermore, the agglomeration of1 is inhibited due
to repulsive forces between the charged cluster units
agreement with the optical results, which show the inva
ance of the absorption spectra with concentration~vide su-
pra!. Charge delocalization onto the ligands, using PH3 as a
model for PPh3, is further supported by the electrostatic p
tentials calculated for aromatic rings.34,35~b! At the center of
the rings, these potentials are negative while at the periph
of the rings they are positive. The negative electrostatic
tentials at the centers of the phenyl rings in a PPH3 unit in 1
could help to reduce the IP of this unit. This is further e
dence to indicate that the IP of a Au6~PPh3!6 cluster should
be smaller than the IP of the model system of Au6~PH3!6 that
we studied. On the other hand, the positive electrostatic
tentials in the peripheral regions of the phenyl rings enha
the repulsion between adjacent cluster units. The charge
fects discussed herein therefore help to explain the high
face dispersion of1 on the TiO2~110! surface.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The electronic absorption spectrum of1 has been com-
pared with theoretical spectra for both neutral and char
bare Au clusters, Au6 and Au6

21 . The theoretical absorption
spectra are based on CI wave functions for a large numbe
excited states, up to;8 eV above the ground state, with th
transition matrix elements calculated between the HF gro
state and these CI excited state wave functions. The obse
absorption spectrum shows a better resemblance to the
retical spectrum for Au6

0 than to that for Au6
21 , suggesting

that the Au6 metal cluster center is virtually neutral. This wa
confirmed by HF and DFT calculations, which show mu
lower ionization energies for Au6~PH3!6 with phosphine
ligands versus the Au6 cluster without ligands. The exper
mental and theoretical results herein thus provide evide
for the delocalization of the12 charge in1 onto the triph-
enylphosphine ligands. In addition to stabilizing th
hexagold center and inhibiting Au atom agglomeration,
charge delocalization gives rise to high dispersion of
clusters onto metal–oxide supports via electrostatic inte
tions, which include:~1! attractive forces leading to th
bonding of the complex to the electron-rich TiO2~110! sur-
face and~2! repulsive forces between neighboring cluste
thus hindering aggregation. These effects would likely
crease the dispersion of the Au nanostructure on the me
oxide support. Recent experimental results36 indicate that
dispersed Au clusters have, after removal of the phosph
ligands, a high catalytic activity for CO oxidation.
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